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ABSTRACT Frequency control of isolated microgrid (MG) relies heavily on a safe and reliable cyber
system. Random failures of cyber elements may cause the malfunction of the frequency control, resulting
in reliability issues, e.g., load shedding or generation curtailment. A reliability modeling and assessment
method for isolated MG is proposed, considering the influence of frequency control from cyber physical
system perspectives. The frequency control process is modeled to establish the interdependencies between a
cyber system and physical system within MGs. An assessment method is proposed to quantify the impacts
of cyber element failures based on the frequency control models. A set of novel reliability index is defined
to illustrate impacts of frequency control malfunction on the MG reliability. The sequential Monte Carlo
simulation method is adopted to assess the reliability of MGs considering the malfunction of frequency
control. The effectiveness of proposed models and indices is demonstrated by the case studies on an isolated
MG. The test results indicate that the frequency control malfunction caused by the failures of cyber elements
has a great impact on MG reliability. This research can provide technical support for the planning and
operation of isolated MGs.

INDEX TERMS Cyber physical system, frequency control, isolated microgrid, reliability assessment,
sequential Monte Carlo.

I. INTRODUCTION
The MICROGRIDS (MGs) are cyber physical systems
(CPSs) [1], where the physical system is a small power
system that integrates distributed energy resources, power
distribution equipment and loads [2]. The cyber system is
to monitor, control and manage the physical system, realiz-
ing the reliable, secure and efficient operation of MGs [3].
The control system within MGs is always formulated as
a hierarchal system, including primary, secondary and ter-
tiary control [4]. The failures of cyber systems or mal-
functions of control systems may result in load shedding
or generation curtailment that will affect the reliability of
MGs [5], [6].ModellingMGs fromCPS approaches, to reveal
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the interdependence relationships between cyber and physical
systems, is of importance for ensuring the reliable operation
of MGs.

Reliability assessment of power CPSs, e.g., MGs and dis-
tribution systems, is one hot research topic recently, including
cyber system reliability modeling [7]–[10], interdependence
relationships modelling between cyber systems and physi-
cal systems [3], [7]–[14], and etc. In the reliability models
for cyber systems, the two-state models [7], [8] have been
extended to the information dynamic transmission perfor-
mance models [9], [10], accounting for impacts of commu-
nication failures, e.g., transmission error and delays.

The interdependence relationships between the cyber sys-
tem and physical system have been addressed from the
direct [7] and indirect [12] interdependency perspectives.
The direct interdependency (DI) indicates that any failure
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of cyber element results in the failure of a corresponding
element in the physical network [7], [9], [11]. For instance,
the failure of feeder protection element or the breaker con-
troller are equivalent to the breaker disconnected [9]. The
indirect interdependency (II) means that failure of cyber ele-
ment does not directly cause the failure or change of the
element behaviors in the physical system, but will affect the
system performance. For example, the impacts of monitor-
ing and protection elements on substation reliability and the
transmission delays and errors on distribution network and
MG are assessed in [12], [9] and [10], respectively. Existing
literatures show that the potential failure of II has greater
impacts to the system reliability [9]–[14].

Considering different interdependence relationships, e.g.,
DI and II, the impacts of cyber element failures on the phys-
ical system should be assessed in specific physical process
with corresponding models. For the DI, the serial model is
usually adopted to characterize this relationship, e.g., super-
imposing the cyber element failure rate into the physical
element [7], [9]. For the II, due to the hidden relationship
between element failures and system states, it is necessary
to model the cyber system and physical system jointly for
the impacts assessment of cyber element failures. In [9],
the impacts of monitoring and fault handling elements fail-
ures on the load shedding are quantified in the distribution
network restoration, including the extension of power outage
duration and etc. In [10], the impacts of cyber element fail-
ures and the transmission interference on MG reliability are
analyzed based on the method of simulating the operation of
the MG.

For the reliability assessment of power CPSs with II fail-
ures, a systemic model for cyber system and physical system
should proposed in accordance with the physical systems,
where the control system should be embedded into the cyber
systems. Compared with the distribution networks, the iso-
latedMGs (IMGs) are low inertia andmore vulnerable in face
of cyber element failure [15]. The failures of cyber elements
not only lead to the load shedding but also result in the
malfunction of control systems under II failures, affecting
the frequency and voltage control functions, resulting in load
shedding or blackout. According to the best of knowledge,
the hidden relationship between the cyber element failures
and IMG’s reliability has not been addressed with control
system models.

In this paper, a reliability modeling and assessment method
for IMGs from cyber physical system perspectives is pro-
posed, considering the malfunction of frequency control.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows: (1) the cyber physical DI and II are established con-
sidering the malfunction of frequency control; (2) a quantita-
tive assessment method for malfunction of frequency control
is proposed; (3) a set of novel reliability indices are proposed
to illustrate hidden impacts of the cyber element failures on
IMG reliability, accordingly.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the topology of IMG is introduced and the cyber physical

DI and II are established. In Section III, the element reliabil-
ity models are proposed including element reliability model
and power state generation in reliability assessment. The
quantitative assessment methods for cyber element failure
consequences are presented In Section IV. In Section V, a set
of novel reliability index is established and IMG reliability
assessment process considering frequency control is pro-
posed. A case study is performed in Section VI to illustrate
the performance of the proposed models and assessment
methods. In Section VII, conclusion and remarks are drawn.

II. IMG CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEM
To depict the interdependency between the element failures
and system reliability in frequency control, IMGs are mod-
elled from the cyber physical system perspectives in this
section, including the IMG cyber-physical system, frequency
control and interdependency analysis.

A. IMG CYBER PHYSICAL SYSTEM
IMGs, as cyber physical systems, include both physical
system and cyber system. The physical system of IMG
includes circuit breakers, transmission lines, transformers
and distributed energy resources (DERs), e.g., wind turbine
generators (WTGs), photovoltaics (PVs), energy storage sys-
tems (ESSs) and diesel generators (DGs). Its function is to
generate, transmit and distribute of electrical energy within
local areas. The cyber system includes information collection
equipment, various types of controllers and communication
equipment, e.g., the MG control center (MGCC), the public
coupling connector (PCC), the micro-source controller (MC)
and load controller (LoC), circuit breaker controller (CBC),
potential transformer (PT), current transformer (CT), network
switch (SW) and optical fiber lines. It is responsible for state
sensing and device control of the physical systems.

Two types of control schemes are widely adopted for
IMGs, i.e., centralized and distributed. In the centralized
control, the stable operation is ensured by the MGCC via
collecting system data and issuing control commands. In the
distributed control, the MGCC is replaced by decision mak-
ers distributed throughout the networks. The calculation and
issuance of control command are completed by specific deci-
sion maker, according to its own and neighboring decision
makers’ information. Considering the sources are located
closely, the centralized control scheme is widely adopted
in practice [16], [17]. In this paper, the reliability of IMGs
is assessed under the centralized control scheme, as shown
in Fig. 1, where the connection relationship between cyber
and power systems is illustrated [18], [19].

B. FREQUENCY CONTROL OF IMG
A hierarchical three level control structure is employed for
the frequency control of IMGs, which is performed in the
centralized way [4], [20]. The primary control is responsible
for properly control the DER units through the MCs as well
as pursuing the power balance locally [21]. In the secondary
control, the system frequency deviation is monitored by the
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FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of IMG.

MGCC and the adjustment values are calculated and assigned
to the respective DER units to maintain the frequency at
the rated value [22], [23]. Based on renewable energy and
load forecasting information, the controllable DER output is
optimized in the tertiary control level via economic dispatch
and etc. The hierarchical control scheme is shown in Fig. 2.

FIGURE 2. Frequency control scheme of IMG.

As shown in the Fig. 2, the information flow in the
frequency control process can be analyzed.

1) Primary control: The three-phase voltage and current
signals are acquired locally at MCs, and the primary fre-
quency control value is calculated by the power calculation
module and droop control module in MCs and transmitted to
the DERs.

2) Secondary control: The three-phase voltage signals are
acquired by the PT installed on the bus and transmitted to
the MGCC through the SWs and the communication lines.
The secondary frequency adjustment value is calculated by
the MGCC and assigned to the MC through the SWs and
communication lines [23].

3) Tertiary control: The set points of DERs are calculated
by the MGCC based on the power and load forecasting and
are sent to the MCs through the SWs and communication
lines.

C. CYBER PHYSICAL INTERDEPENDENCIES IN
FREQUENCY CONTROL
Cyber elements can be divided into two categories based
on cyber physical schematic diagram and frequency control
scheme. One is the DI cyber element. For instance, if the
MCs fail, the MGCC and the system stability controller

cannot monitor and control the related DERs. To ensure the
secure and stable operation of MGs, DERs should be turned
off under this circumstance [7]. When the CBC and CT
fail, the system stability controller cannot detect and control
the circuit breaker devices, indicating this circuit breaker is
operating under an unprotected state. This circuit should be
disconnected by the stability controller to prevent potential
damages to the electrical equipment [9].

The other is the II cyber element, that is, the failure of
cyber elements does not directly cause the physical elements
to fail, but results in the malfunction of frequency control.
As described above, the failure of the II cyber element might
result in 1) the input information is blocked, 2) loss or delay
of measurement/control signals, 3) abnormal control signal
fromMGCC due to the input information error. For example,
if the information acquisition device (PT) and the comput-
ing device (MGCC) associated to the secondary frequency
control fail, or the network SWs connected to the MGCC,
PT and controllable DERs fail, the controllable DERs cannot
receive the secondary frequency control signals. However,
since the controllable DERs still have the ability to perform
primary control, the frequency control mode is switched from
the centralized control mode to the local control mode, and
the frequency is adjusted by the droop control locally. The DI
and II cyber elements to the physical system are summarized
in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Cyber physical interdependencies.

III. IMG RELIABILITY MODELING
For the reliability assessment on IMGs, the following three
steps are performed: 1) system status generation, 2) failure
consequence analysis and 3) reliability indices calculating.
In the first step, fault status sampling and DERs’ output states
at the failure moment are generated. The former is obtained
by sampling the elements using the two state models shown
in section III.A, including start and end time of the faulty
element, and the latter is obtained by solving the IMG tertiary
frequency control models in section III.B. The second step
and the third step are depicted in section IV and section V,
respectively.

A. TWO STATE MODELS OF CYBER PHYSICAL ELEMENTS
For the reliability assessment, the two state models are widely
adopted for the cyber elements [9], [10], [24], i.e., normal
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state and fault state. In the process of the sequential Monte
Carlo (SMC) simulation method, a sequential state transition
process of the system can be formed using the sampling of
element status. Assuming that the element failure rate λ (time
/ year) and repair rate µ (time / year) are constant, and the
working time and repair time are subject to the exponential
distribution, the failure probability Pfailure and repair proba-
bility Prepair before time t are expressed as follows

Pfailure = 1− e−λt (1)

Prepair = 1− e−µt (2)

The mean time between failures tmtbf and mean time to
repair tmttr can be expressed as follows

tmtbf =
∫
∞

0
t · λe−λtdt = −(1/λ) · ln(x1) (3)

tmttr =
∫
∞

0
t · λe−µtdt = −(1/λ) · ln(x2) (4)

where x1 and x2 are random variables, following uniform
distributions in [0,1]. In addition, the physical elements
in IMGs can be modelled using the same approach, i.e.,
Eq.(1) - Eq.(4). The probabilistic output models of WTGs
and PVs are referred to [25] and are not described here.

B. TERTIARY FREQUENCY CONTROL MODEL OF IMG
Controllable DERs’ outputs during the element failure peri-
ods can be obtained by solving multi-period optimization
models of tertiary frequency control. Take the IMG, which
includes two controllable DERs, DG and battery energy stor-
age system (BESS), as an example. The tertiary frequency
control is performed to minimize the operating cost, where
the objective function can be expressed as follows

minf =
T∑
t=1

[∑
i∈G

(
cDG,i (t)+ mDG,i (t)

)
+

∑
i∈B

(
mBESS,i (t)

)]
(5)

where G and B are sets of the DG and BESS, respectively.
cDG,i(t) and mDG,i(t) are fuel cost function and maintenance
cost function of the DG, respectively. mBESS,i(t) is the BESS
cost function considering the depth of charge and discharge.
T represents the simulation period. The detailed expressions
of cost in Eq. (5) are depicted as follows

cDG,i (t) = A
(
d + ePDG,i(t)+ fP2DG,i(t)

)
(6)

mDG,i (t) = kDG · PDG,i(t) (7)

mBESS,i (t) =
Cinit
NSB(x)

·
kch

PcBESS (t) · Socstart
·
Socend
Socmax

+
Cinit
NSB(x)

·
kdch

PdBESS (t) · Socend
·
Socstart
Socmax

(8)

NSB(x) = −3278x4 − 5x3 + 12823x2

− 14122x + 5112 (9)

where PDG,i(t) is the active output of diesel generator i at
time t . A, d , e and f are the fuel cost coefficients. kDG is
the maintenance cost factor. Cinit is the investment cost of
BESS. Socmax and Soc.min is the upper and lower limit of the
SOC. NSB(x) is the maximum number of cycles of BESS.
x(x ∈ [0,1]) is the BESS charge and discharge depth. BESS
operating cost mBESS,i(t) is affected by the start and end
state of charge Socstart , Socend , charge and discharge power
Pc BESS(t), Pd BESS(t), and charge and discharge influence
factors kch, kdch. The active power balance constraints, BESS
operating constraints, DER active output upper and lower
bound constraints are shown as follows∑
i∈G

PDG,i(t)+
∑
i∈B

PBESS,i(t)

+

∑
i∈RG

PRG,i(t) =
∑
i∈L

PL,i(t)

(10)

Pmin
DG,i ≤ PDG,i(t) ≤ Pmax

DG,i (11)∣∣PDG,i(t)− PDG,i(t − 1)
∣∣ ≤ Rupi (12)

Socmin ≤ Soc(t) ≤ Socmax (13)

pcBESS (t)p
d
BESS (t) = 0 (14)

0 ≤ pcBESS (t), p
d
BESS (t) ≤ pBESS,max

(15)

Soc(t) = Soc(t − 1)

+ [ηc1TpcBESS (t)

− (1/ηd )1TpdBESS (t)]/Snom
(16)

where RG is the set of renewable energy. PL,i(t) is the active
load at time t . Pmin DG,iand Pmax DG,i are the upper and
lower output limits of DG.Rup i is themaximal limitation that
the DG’s active output can increase or decrease in the [t-1, t]
time slot. PBESS,max is the maximal charge and discharge rate
limitation of BESS. Soc(t) and Soc(t-1) are the SOC at time
slot t and time t-1, respectively. ηc and ηd are BESS charge
and discharge efficiencies. Snom is the rated capacity of BESS.

IV. ELEMENT FAILURE CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS
Elements that affect the reliability of IMGs can be classified
into the following three types: 1) physical elements, 2) DI
cyber elements, and 3) II cyber elements. The consequence
of each type of element failure is analyzed in this section,
using its corresponding model.

A. PHYSICAL ELEMENT FAILURE CONSEQUENCE
ANALYSIS
The system is traversal searched by traversing search algo-
rithm [10]. Depending the connection relationship between
the loads and IMGs, the loads can be classified into the
following two types, i.e., loads connected with the IMGs and
loads disconnected from the IMGs. The loads, disconnected
from the IMGs, will be blacked out until the faulty element
is repaired. The loads, connected to the IMGs, are assessed
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by calculating the balance between DERs output and the load
information. If not all loads are satisfied, some loads will be
shed. For load point i, the number of power outages CP,i,
the load blackout duration UP,i and the loss of load EP,i
during the restoration of a single element can be calculated
as follows

CP,i =

0 if
∑
POMS (tP) ≥

∑
Pload (tP)

1 if
∑
POMS (tP) <

∑
Pload (tP)

(17)

UP,i = CP,i(tP) · (tpn − tp) (18)

EP,i =
tpn∑
tp

Plshed,i(tp) (19)

where tpn is the end time of the element fault duration and is
sampled using Eq. (4). tp = 1, 2, · · · , tpn.

∑
POMS (tp) is the

sum of the output of DERs except the faulty DER at the time
of tp and

∑
Pload (tp) is the total load demand. Plshed (tp) is the

amount of load shed in the tp.

B. DI CYBER ELEMENT FAILURE CONSEQUENCE
ANALYSIS
The cyber physical relationship is described in the adjacency
matrix which is established by the method in reference [10]
and the DI cyber element’s failure will be equivalent to
the corresponding physical element. Then the load blackout
indices can be calculated using Eq. (17) ∼ (19).

C. II CYBER ELEMENT FAILURE CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS
Secondary frequency control might fail when cyber element
fails under II. Without the coordination of secondary control,
the system frequencymay not bemaintainedwithin the prede-
fined range, due to the limitation of primary control [4].When
the frequency exceeds the upper and lower limits, the loads
or generators will be shut down by theMGCC to maintain the
frequency within the range, which degrades system reliabil-
ity. The frequency deviation under primary frequency control
should be solved first.

Each controllable DER in the IMGs is assumed to adopt
the P-f droop control to participate in the primary frequency
regulation, and the frequency deviation can be compensated
by the active output adjustment of these DERs. The control-
lable DER P-f droop control characteristic [16] is described
as follows

f = fref − mp(Pg − Pref ) (20)

where f is the system frequency, Pg is the output power of
the DER, fref and Pref are the reference of frequency and
active power, respectively. mp is the frequency droop control
coefficient. In the steady-state analysis, it is assumed that
the system dynamics including the transient and oscillating
modes are all damped out and power system is reached to a

stable equilibrium point [17], as follows

Ng∑
i=1

ADGi ·1Pg,i =
Nl∑
l=1

1Ll −
Nw∑
w=1

1Pwt,w

−

Nv∑
v=1

1Ppv,v + Dload ·1f − Ls (21)

whereNg,Nl ,Nw andNv represent the number of controllable
DERs, load points, WTGs, and PVs, respectively. ADG i is
the operating state of the i-th controllable DER (0 or 1).
1Pg,i is the active output adjustment amount of the i-th
controllable DER. 1Ll is the load variation of the l-th load
point. 1Pwt,w and 1Ppv,v are the output variation of WTGs
and PVs, respectively.1f is the frequency variation. Ls is the
amount of load forced to be shed.Dload is the steady state load
frequency elastic coefficient of the IMG, defined as follows

Dload = Lload/fref (22)

where Lload is the load level. The sum of the primary and the
secondary frequency adjustment amount meets the system’s
active power deficiency, as shown in Eq. (20) and Eq.(21).

Ng∑
i=1

1Pg,i =

N sec
g∑

k=1

Pref ,k −
Ng∑
i=1

1f ·
[
1/mp(i)

]
(23)

where N sec
g is the number of DERs participating in the sec-

ondary frequency control.Pref ,k and 1f are the k-th DER
active power output reference and system frequency devia-
tion, respectively. Pref ,k is calculated by the PI control mod-
ule in MGCC. mp(i) is the droop coefficient of the i-th DER.
According to Eq. (21) and Eq. (23), each DER’s primary
frequency control can be calculated as follows(

Dload + ADGi ·
[
1/mp(i)

])
·1f = −ADGi ·1P

pri
g,i (24)

where 1Pprig,i is the primary frequency adjustment of the i-th
DER. Ls, 1Ll , PVs, and WTGs output are combined and
calculated together. When the system only has the primary
frequency control function, e.g., the MGCC is down, the sys-
tem frequency can be stabilized at a certain value after the
coordinated control of DERs. According to Eq. (24), the sys-
tem steady-state frequency deviation 1fpri can be calculated
from the deviation of the active output, shown as follows

1fpri = −

Ng∑
i=1

ADGi ·1P
pri
g

Dload +
Ng∑
i=1

ADGi ·
[
1/mp(i)

] (25)

The system steady-state frequency fd (d = 1, 2, · · · ,tcn)
can be calculated using Eq. (25). When fmin ≤ fd ≤ fmax ,
the frequency is within the allowable range, where fmin and
fmax are the lower and upper boundary of frequency. When
fd < fmin, some loads will be shed by MGCC accord-
ing to the load shedding sequence, and the remaining loads
continue to perform frequency control simulation until the
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FIGURE 3. Failure consequences assessment process.

frequency requirement ismet. The load shedding is calculated
by balancing the balance of power and demand [10]. When
fd > fmax , some generators will be shut down by MGCC,
where the renewable energy generators are shut down firstly
and the controllable DERs are shut down secondly. During
each frequency simulation process caused by element failures
under II, each load and DER can only be cut once. The
number of power outages Cind , load blackout duration Uind
and the loss of load Eind caused by the failures of cyber
elements under II can be expressed as follows

Cind (tolt ) =



0 if fmin ≤ fd ≤ fmax

1 if fd < fmin

need to shut if fd > fmax

down some of DERs

(26)

Uind (tolt ) = Cind (tolt ) · (tcn − tolt) (27)

Eind (tolt ) = Cind (tolt ) ·
tcn∑
tolt

Plshed (tolt ) (28)

Cind =
∑

Cind (tolt ) (29)

Uind =
∑

Uind (tolt ) (30)

Eind =
∑

Eind (tolt ) (31)

where tcn is the end time of the element failure. tolt stands for
the moment when the frequency crosses the limit. Cind (tolt ),
Uind (tolt ) and Eind (tolt ) are the times, the duration and the
amount of load shed at tolt .

∑
Pload (tolt ) and

∑
Prm(tolt )

indicate the sum of the load demand and the sum of DERs
output when the frequency crosses the upper limit. Plshed (tolt )
is the load shed by the load shedding sequence at tolt . In sum-
mary, the failure consequences assessment process of the
three types of elements is illustrated in Fig. 3.

V. RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT OF IMG CONSIDERING
FREQUENCY CONTROL
A. RELIABILITY INDEX CONSIDERING FREQUENCY
CONTROL
Reliability of IMGs will be affected by the failure of the
frequency control. Considering the failure of frequency con-
trol, traditional reliability indices have enhanced by a set of
novel reliability indices. These indices are defined to assess
the failures of both elements and control function. Factors
affecting system reliability are shown in Fig. 4. In addition,
the reliability index also includes the load point reliability
index: average annual power outage frequency λ(time/year)
and annual average power outage time U (hour/year).

FIGURE 4. Factors affecting the system reliability.

1) Generalized system average interruption frequency
index (GSAIFI): the average number of power outages per
year due to element failure during the simulation period. The
index is defined as follows

GSAIFI =

[ nl∑
i=1

nl,i(Cef ,i + Cind,i)

]
/T

nl∑
i=1

nl,i (32)

where nl is the number of load points, and nl,i is the number of
users of the i-th load point. T represents the simulation period.
Cind,i and Cef ,i represent the number of outage times at the
load point i due to control malfunction or power interruption
within the research period T, respectively. The calculation
method of Cind,i is shown in Eq. (26), (29). The Cef ,i is
defined as follow

Cef ,i =
T∑
1

CP,i (33)

2) Generalized system average interruption duration index
(GSAIDI): the average duration of the load shedding due to
element failure during the simulation period. The index is
defined as follows

GSAIDI =

[ nl∑
i=1

nl,i(Uef ,i + Uind,i)

]
/T

nl∑
i=1

nl,i (34)

whereUind,i andUef ,i are the load point annual power outage
time due to control malfunction or power interruption within
the research period T, respectively. The calculation method of
Uind,i is shown in Eq. (27) and (30). The Uef ,i is defined as
follow

Uef ,i =
T∑
1

UP,i (35)
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3) Generalized expectation of energy not supply (GEENS):
the expected value of the power shortage due to element
failure during the simulation period. The index is defined as
follows

GEENS =
nl∑
i=1

(Eef ,i + Ecind,i) (36)

where Eind,i and Eef ,i represent the expected value of the
power shortage of the load point I due to control malfunction
or power interruption within the research period T, respec-
tively. The calculation method of Eind,i is shown in Eq. (28)
and (31). The Eef ,i is defined as follow

Eef ,i =
T∑
1

EP,i (37)

4) Generalized average service availability index (GASAI):
the ratio of no blackout hours to the total power supply time
requested by the users. The index is defined as

GASAI =

nl∑
i=1

8760 · nl,i −
nl∑
i=1

nl,i(Uef ,i + Uind,i)

nl∑
i=1

8760 · nl,i

(38)

B. IMG RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT PROCESS
CONSIDERING FREQUENCY CONTROL
The SMC simulation method is used to assess the system
reliability [14] [26]. Considering that the failure rate of
cyber element is generally low, only the first-order fault is
considered in this paper. The flow chart of IMG reliability
assessment based on frequency control simulation is shown
in Fig. 5 and the assessment process is shown as follows

1) Initialization: Cyber and physical elements reliability
parameters are collected. According to the physical network

FIGURE 5. IMG reliability assessment process.

topology, the adjacency matrix is established to represent the
connection relationship of cyber and physical elements [10].
Historical data for loads, wind and PV resources are given.

2) State sampling: The fault states of the cyber and physical
elements are sampled by the SMC method. The running time
tmtbf and the repair time tmttr of the element i are obtained
by the Eq. (3) and (4), i.e., the running and the fault state
sets of each element in the simulation period are obtained.
Simulation time STime is initialized.

3) State analysis: According to the Eq. (5) - Eq.(16),
the economic dispatch are solved, so that the system states
during the element failure period are obtained, including the
outputs of DGs and the SOC of the BESS. It should be noted
that, the FMINCON function ofMATLAB software is used to
solve this nonlinear programming problem. Next, the faulty
element type is assessed, and the quantitative assessment
process shown in Fig. 3 is called to perform the calculation
of the reliability indices according to the Eq. (17) – Eq.(31).

4) Assessment termination and indices statistics: If the sum
of the running time RTime(i) and the fault time FTime(i) of
the element i satisfies the simulation time STime, the sim-
ulation is stopped. Reliability indices of the system using
Eq. (32) – Eq. (38). Otherwise repeat the steps 3) ∼ 4).

VI. CASE STUDY
A. TEST SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
To assess the effectiveness of the proposed methods, RBTS
Bus6 F4 system [27] is adopted as one IMG system, as shown
in Fig. 6. The reliability of the test system is assessed in the
MATLAB software. A WTG, a PV and a DG with capacities
of 3MW, 1MW and 2.5MW respectively are included in the
test system. The specific parameters of the DG and BESS
devices are listed in Table 2. The load frequency elastic coef-
ficient Dload = 1.5 MW/Hz. 8 load points are included in the
IMG, and the ratio and number of users of each load point are
shown in Table 3. The load shedding strategies are formulated
as follows: LP39∼40, LP30, LP36∼38, LP28∼29. Reliabil-
ity parameters are obtained from reference [10], as shown
in Table 4.

FIGURE 6. Test IMG system.
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TABLE 2. Device parameters of dg and bess.

TABLE 3. Load ratio and number of users.

TABLE 4. Reliability parameters of elements.

B. RESULTS ANALYSIS
1) IMPACTS OF CYBER ELEMENT FAILURES ON RELIABILITY
To compare the impact of different types of cyber elements
failure on system reliability, the statistical results are divided
into four types. RI1: Only the effect of random failure of
physical element is considered; RI2: Only the effect of ran-
dom failure of DI cyber element is considered; RI3: Only
the effect of random failure of II cyber element is consid-
ered; RI4: the effects of random failure of all elements are
considered.

The above example was simulated by Matlab software for
a period of 100 years. The system rated frequency is 50Hz
and the frequency is allowed to fluctuate by ±0.2 Hz. The
calculation results of system reliability indices are shown
in Table 5.

TABLE 5. System reliability indices.

It can be seen from Table 5 that the reliability indices
GSAIFI, GSAIDI, and GEENS in RI4 are increased by
242.12%, 265.6%, and 269.31%, respectively, comparedwith

RI1, indicating that cyber elements failure have a significant
impact on system reliability. Among them, RI3 reliability
indices GSAIFI, GSAIDI, GEENS are accounted for 28.78%,
31.89% and 32.31% respectively in RI4. It can be seen that
the impact of II cyber element on the reliability through the
frequency control process is relatively large in the overall
statistics. The load shedding caused by the failure of fre-
quency control function cannot be ignored in the reliability
assessment of IMG. At the same time, compared with the
traditional reliability indices, the impact of cyber elements
failure on the system load shedding through the control pro-
cess can be illustrated by the proposed indices.

2) IMPACTS OF FREQUENCY FLUCTUATION RANGES ON
RELIABILITY
In order to calculate and compare the changes of reliability
indices under the different frequency fluctuation ranges, three
examples are designed, as shown in Table 6. Other conditions
are unchanged, and the statistical results of system reliability
indices are shown in Table 7.

TABLE 6. Frequency fluctuation ranges.

TABLE 7. Reliability indices of different frequency ranges.

It can be seen from Table 7 that the index GSAIFI
decreased by 15.51% and 30.62%, the index GSAIDI
decreased by 30.7% and 53.35%, and the index GEENS
decreased by 31.36% and 55.28%, respectively, when the
frequency fluctuation range is±0.5 Hz and±1 Hz compared
with the range of ±0.2 Hz. It is shown that the smaller the
frequency fluctuation range, the worse the system reliability.
The reason is that when the droop coefficients of the control-
lable DERs are constant, the smaller the range of frequency
fluctuation, the more easily to load or power cuts due to the
frequency overlimit, and system reliability is degraded in this
case.

3) IMPACTS OF CYBER ELEMENT FAILURE RATES ON
RELIABILITY
To investigate the impacts of cyber elements participating in
frequency control on system reliability under different failure
rates, the failure rates of the cyber elements MGCC, PT, and
SW are increased by a factor of 20% each time to three
times of the initial value. The failure rates of other elements
are unchanged. The frequency fluctuation range is ±0.2Hz.
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The average value of multiple calculation results is obtained
and the change of the index GEENS can be used to obtain the
trends in system reliability changes, as shown in Fig. 7.

FIGURE 7. GEENS under different failure rates.

As can be seen from Fig. 7, the increase in element failure
rates has a significant impact on system reliability. Among
them, the change of the SW failure rate has the greatest impact
on the reliability of this IMG. The effects of the MGCC and
PT elements are close to each other, slightly smaller than SW.
The reason is that, as shown in Fig. 6, after the failure of
SWs 1, 2, and 3, the frequency control will be switched to the
local mode. Due to the series relationship of multi-elements,
the frequency control function failure probability caused by
SW element failure is higher than that caused by element
MGCC and PT, although the failure rate of SW is slightly
lower than that of the MGCC and PT. Therefore, in the
planning of the IMG, system reliability can be improved
by improving the reliability of the SWs or by optimizing
the structure of the communication network, such as using
the dual-star or dual-ring communication structure including
SWs standby. In addition, system reliability can be improved
by adopting a way to increase the standby of MGCC and PT
elements.

VII. CONCLUSION
Frequency control process and the reliability assessment of
the IMG are incorporated in this paper from the perspective of
CPS. TheDI and II relationship between the cyber system and
physical system are analyzed, and the assessment methods
of IMG elements failure consequences are proposed. A set
of novel reliability indices considering the malfunction of
control function are introduced. SMC simulation method is
used in the reliability assessment of IMGs. Simulation results
show that the failure of frequency control has a great impact
on the system reliability. The effect of changes in frequency
fluctuation range on reliability is pointed out. Some feasible
methods to improve IMG reliability have been proposed from
the perspective of attenuating the effects of frequency control
malfunctions. The results of this paper can lay the foundation
for further in-depth study of reliability assessment that takes
into account the influences of other control malfunctions,
e.g., voltage regulation.
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